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Background

Objective

•

Case series studies (CSs) represent the weakest observational study design as they are
prone to various types of biases: selection, detection, performance, attrition, reporting, and
publication

A need for a quality appraisal checklist for CSs was identified by the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) Program at
IHE. The purpose is to describe the processes for developing the quality appraisal checklist.

•

There are circumstances when CSs are the only form of research evidence available on the
effectiveness and safety of interventions

Method

•

There is no consensus about which items to include in a quality checklist for CSs

•

No universally accepted validated tool exists for assessing the methodological quality of CSs

•
•
•
•

An initial broad list of 30-criteria to assess CSs was compiled through a limited search of the literature
A four-round modified Delphi technique was used to develop the new checklist (see Figure 1)
An additional literature search of other published CSs checklists was conducted to identify any omitted criteria
A dictionary was generated for the newly developed checklist

Figure 1
MODIFIED DELPHI PROCES (November 2006 – April 2007)

STRUCTURE/RESOURCES

1st Round
Rank the importance of each criterion* from the initial
checklist; suggest new criteria, if needed

• Panelists
Seven self-selected professionals with experience
in conducting quality appraisals, from three HTA
agencies (IHE (Canada), ASERNIP-S (Australia),
ISCIII (Spain))
Two panelists developed the dictionary

2nd Round
Provide feedback on 1st round, re-rank the importance of
criteria with <70% agreement, review ± include new criteria

• One experienced statistician conducted the
statistical analyses
• One independent assistant provided support to
ensure anonymity of individual responses
throughout the process

3rd Round
Further refine the checklist, exclude less important criteria or
re-include any of the excluded ones

• Broad 30-criteria checklist

4th Round
Review the final checklist and draft dictionary

Developed a priori by two reviewers from five
studies identified by limited search
•
•

Ranking definitions: (1) very important, (2) somewhat important, (3) equivocal, (4) not very important, (5) not
important at all
A criterion was considered appropriate for inclusion or exclusion if at least five out of seven panelists judged that
criterion very important (rank 1) or not important at all (rank 5), showing a 70% agreement among panelists

OUTCOME: CHECKLIST + DICTIONARY

18-criteria checklist (included in the 1st Round unless otherwise specified)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Was the hypothesis/aim/objective clearly stated?
Were the cases collected in more than one centre? (2nd Round)
Were patients recruited consecutively?
Were the characteristics of the patients included in the study described?
Were the eligibility criteria (inclusion and exclusion criteria) for entry into the study clearly
stated?
6. Did patients enter the study at a similar point in the disease?
7. Was the intervention of interest clearly described?
8. Were additional interventions (co-interventions) clearly described? (2nd Round)
9. Were relevant outcome measures established a priori?
10. Were relevant outcomes measured using appropriate objective/subjective methods?
11. Were the relevant outcome measures made before and after the intervention?
12. Were the statistical tests used to assess the relevant outcomes appropriate?
13. Was the follow-up long enough for important events to occur?
14. Were losses to follow-up reported?
15. Did the study provide estimates of random variability in the data analysis of relevant
outcomes?
16. Were the adverse events related to the intervention reported?
17. Were the conclusions of the study supported by results? (2nd Round)
18. Were both competing interests and sources of support for the study reported? (2 nd
Round)

Two new criteria

• Additional search and review of newly published
checklists used to assess the quality of CSs

19. Was the study conducted prospectively?
20. Were the outcome assessors blinded to the intervention that patients received?

Results

Key messages

•

A four-stage e-mail-based modified Delphi process culled the initial list of 30-criteria to a
more “user-friendly” 18-criteria checklist. No new criterion was added to the list by the panel
members.

•

The use of subjective judgment by a self-selected group of HTA professionals who rated each criterion based on their
personal perception and opinion about its importance, infers that this checklist is only as valid as the opinion of the
experts.

•

The supplementary literature review of published checklists indicated a paucity of checklists
designed to appraise CSs and a lack of details on their development.

•

The expertise of the panel members might have influenced the selection process of criteria, therefore the checklist
may not reflect the criteria seen to be crucial for assessing methodological quality of CSs outside of the HTA field.

•

Two new criteria were added to the checklist based on the results of the literature review.

•

•

The newly developed 20-criteria checklist includes criteria that examine: study objective,
design, and population, intervention and co-intervention(s), outcome measures, statistical
analysis, results and conclusions, competing interest and sources of support (see Figure1).

The review of published checklists was found helpful for comparison of the content and verification of the
inclusiveness of the newly created checklist.

•

An initial pilot study indicated a need for further improvements of the checklist and
dictionary. First-hand experience with the use of the checklist and dictionary in various HTA
reviews indicated a general level of satisfaction and several suggested improvements such
as refinement of wording and inclusion of supplementary notes for reviewers.

No scale or numeric score was developed for the checklist; hence the recommendations (a) to establish a cut-off
point to separate “high-quality” studies from the “low-quality” ones, or (b) to identify some criteria from the checklist
which are relevant to a specific condition/technology and focus more on discussing the outcomes from the studies
that meet those selected criteria.

•

The dictionary needs to be customized prior to conducting the assessment to increase its usability and reduce
disagreements between reviewers.

•

The checklist serves as a good starting point to examine the quality of reporting and risks of bias and with some
modification and adaptation it can be used in future HTA work.

•

Majority of criteria in the CSs checklist focus on reporting aspects while fewer criteria examine how the study was
executed. Although ‘reporting’ is not a direct measure of the quality of a study, it allows a reader to assess the validity
and applicability of the study’s findings.

•

The value of our new checklist is that it has an accompanying, user friendly dictionary and validation of the checklist
is an ongoing priority.

•

•

The amount of time required for applying the checklist varied with the complexity of the
clinical topic, how well the information was reported in the study, and the experience of the
reviewer. A learning curve was noted by the reviewers.
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